The 1869 Scholars initiative is a structured, year-long mentorship program designed to assist with articulating the value of your Trinity experience. You will be paired with an Alumni Mentor who will facilitate guided reflection in preparation for post-college experiences. Expect to complete one of two program tracks in a given year: Vocation or Skills Articulation.

1869 Scholars program funding provided by Council of Independent College (CIC) and Lilly Endowment Inc.

Looking for additional information? check out gotu.us/1869scholars

"I liked how the program helped me think about the experiences I’ve had... It was a good way to be introspective. This is what I’ve done and these are the skills I’ve gained from that."

- Sophomore Participant

Vocation
Alumni will participate in training and receive resources to help them facilitate one-on-one discussions about vocational discernment. The program includes the following touch points:
1. Opening dinner
2. Values identification discussion
3. Finding with purpose discussion
4. Wise Wandering: Map (Vocation)
5. Evaluating past engagements discussion
6. Closing dinner

Skills Articulation
Alumni will participate in training and receive resources to help them facilitate one-on-one discussions about intentional storytelling and articulation of skills. This track includes the following touch points:
1. Opening dinner
2. 1869 Scholars critical skills discussion
3. Wise Wandering: Map (Skills)
4. Skills-based story composition discussion
5. Skills-based story-telling discussion
6. Closing dinner

1869 Scholars Skills

- Effective Communication
- Engaged Citizenship
- Teamwork
- Problem Solving & Innovation
- Planning & Organization
- Information Literacy
- Digital Literacy
- Quantitative Reasoning